ESSILOR PARTNERS WITH BOLLYWOOD ICON AMITABH BACHCHAN ON SEE NOW CAMPAIGN

Bollywood actor, Shri Amitabh Bachchan is the face of a new campaign called “SEE NOW”, which raises awareness on eye-health with the ambition of closing the gap between preventable vision loss and service delivery in India.

Learn more

ESSILOR TEAMS ENGAGE FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

Every year, on June 5th, people in over 140 countries celebrate World Environment Day - the United Nations’ day for encouraging worldwide awareness and action to protect our environment. Let’s take this occasion to have a look at the Essilor Group commitment to the environment: a key pillar of the Group sustainability program, it ensures we achieve our mission - “improving lives by improving sight” - in a responsible way.

Learn more

CHEERS TO 90 YEARS OF FOSTER GRANT® SUNGLASSES
Foster Grant® recently celebrated its 90th Anniversary, and to mark the important event, the brand revisited the archives and launched a special anniversary capsule collection of ten sunglasses - each inspired by an iconic decade.